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HECTOR

PARTNER’S MISSION AND FOCUS ON INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE 
EFAITH was established 20 years ago, to represent the volunteers, local and thematic volunteer
associations committed to the research, saving, interpretation and presentation of the heritage of the past 
industrial society
Its main aim is to exchange ideas and experiences between our members and contacts, and to promote
cross-border cooperation
For 2020 we have already in mind:

May : 
chimneys month – starting during the weekend May 1st-3rd in the border region between

the North of France and Belgium

June 12-14th 
annual industrial heritage weekend for volunteers and associations – in the ‘Flax Valley’ in 

Flanders
End of September
3rd Mining heritage weekend – in France

further developing and updating the Industriana labels and network
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PROJECT TEAM

As EFAITH is a fully volunteer association, we don’t have a staff – but we will work via our members 
and member associations in the different European countries
The efforts will be coordinated by Adriaan Linters, gen.-secret. of EFAITH

EFAITH is an international association (association internationale sans but 
lucratif) – and not a ‘Belgian’ associations. As such – and to avoid
discrimination of our members in other countries – we cannot limit our
mainly focus our activities to Belgium.

For activities in Belgium we propose to work via the ‘Vlaamse Vereniging 
voor Industriële Archeologie’ (Flemish Association for Industrial 
Archaeology), as a sub-contractor
This is a volunteer association, established in 1978, which recently was 
honoured with a ‘European Heritage Award/Europa Nostra Award 2019 for
Dedicated Service

For other countries we will select the most appropriate partner
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EXPECTATION FROM THE PROJECT 
To develop a sustainable tourisme on industrial heritage

Telling and explaining the stories of men and women who created today’s society

Of high QUALITY

From a European point of view
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ROLE IN THE PROJECT

• Input of the experiences of our member associations and
members on the interpretation and presentation of 
industrial and technical heritage

• Input of the experiences of prvious tourism projects
in which EFAITH took part (COSME)

• Training on the content and backgrounds of 
industrial heritage

EFAITH provides wide knowledge on the research, saving, interpreting and 
presentation of industrial and technical heritage, especially on its social 
aspects, in many countries of the European Union and has – in collaboration 
with its members  – competence in setting up training courses and meetings.

Providing a valuable European and international overview and context.

Providing also a comprehensive overview of industrial heritage topics , 
in and beyond industrial sectors represented within the partnership (e.g. 
mines, but also many other sectors and the general development of 
industrial society)


